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FROM THE DEAN’S DESK

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry

The sudden lockdown as a step to present/control the COVID-19

situation has changed the nature of teaching in colleges, especially

the physical “in class room” teaching being blended or substituted

by the online teaching from March 23rd 2020. As like many colleges,

RIVER also shifted to online teaching, in addition to the continuing

with other essential services of Veterinary hospital and farms

following the guideline of Government.

The fast shift of teaching on online has been challenging to faculty (and students)

who had to adapt to this innovative method in an accelerated manner, with vide variation

of application, across the different subjects of Veterinary Science. This is a compilation of

Experiments / Innovations / Projects / Experiences of 20 Assistant Professors (On

Contract) of RIVER who were actively participating in this ‘fast shift’ mode of teaching,

and associated activities, ably guided by theHeads of Department and other faculty.

Prof. Ninan Jacob and Prof. K. Murugavel of RIVER did a commendable

consolidation by editing these, to form a report, and now a small e-book for teachers of

this college to glimpse through for enhanced quality of alternate teaching methods. I

appreciate all the faculty and the editors for bringing out this document, which I feel will

be useful for faculty in other Veterinary colleges too.

(Prof. S. Ramkumar)

RAJIV GANDHI INSTITUTE OF VETERINARY EDUCATION & RESEARCH

Dr. S. Ramkumar, Ph.D (UK)

DEAN

:  (0413) 2274806 (Per)

Tel.   :  (0413) 2271671 (Off)
: (0413) 2272005 (Fax)

Email :  suku.ramkumar@gmail.com

KURUMBAPET, PUDUCHERRY 605 009, INDIA

(A Government of Puducherry Institution)
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....and as it began

Pangolins……Bats……Virus……Corona……Covid-19……Pandemic

Cough……Fever……Droplets……Respiratory Distress

PPE……Testing kits……Quarantine……Social distancing

Research……Vaccine…..HCQ……Dexamethasone

Green zone…Orange zone....Red zone...Hotspots….Containment areas....Sealed

buildings

Aarogya Setu

Common words in the vocabulary of every person from March 2020 onwards,

considering the unprecedented situation

Every individual affected directly or indirectly

Educational Institutes shut down...Students back to their native places… Stay safe,

Stay home

New situation……Newer measures

The human race is resilient

Necessity is the mother of all inventions

Work from home the new mantra…. Classes for students continue …. In e-platforms

Webinars…..Online workshops….Online teaching…..Online tests……Online

competitions

A challenge to teachers and students…. All rise to the occasion …. New learnings for

them … teaching becomes a key media of learning

Every faculty and student become part of experiments in teaching for the new order of

life

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry

Section 1

Lockdown 1.….2…..3…..4

Unlock 1….2 …..3…..4

Internet……Connectivity…..Wi-Fi……Smartphone……Online Apps
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INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic hit the world out of the blue. Something new had occurred,

which warranted drastic measures to bring the Pandemic under control. Governments

across the country started responding to it as in a war like situation. The challenges

the Governments faced were immense keeping in view the large and diverse

population of the country. Educational Institutions posed a larger challenge, with the

large number of students from other states who undergo their graduation, post-

graduation and doctoral studies in Institutes of the state / Union Territory.

The challenge that the Educational Institutes faced was of gigantic proportion – in fact

a Goliath.

The challenge was multifaceted but we shall concentrate on the two main stakeholders

of an Educational Institute - the primary and most important component – The students

and secondly – the knowledge imparters – The teachers.

Social media Apps were used by some of the teachers to share lectures, notes and to

give assignments – with an aim to keep students engaged during the initial phase of

the lockdown period.

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry

Section 1: Introduction

Under the guidance of the Dean, Rajiv Gandhi Institute of Veterinary Education and

Research (RIVER), Puducherry, the faculty readily engaged in online classes from April

15th, 2020. Conducting online classes was a new experience for the entire faculty.

However, the faculty rose to the occasion and readily overcame the hitches to deliver

quality content to the students. The faculty of RIVER as on date are conversant with

online Apps and are regularly using them for content delivery and also for assessing

the students.The theory classes are being conducted as per the timetable  for each year

In the Union Territory of Puducherry, the classes for the students were suspended from

the second half of March, 2020 and to control the spread, students were advised to go

back to their  natives. In hindsight, it  was a masterstroke  as  all  the students reached

the safety of their homes before the National Lockdown. The National Lockdown  was

implemented  from March 25th and continued up to May 30th in four phases.The Unlock

has begun but the Educational Institutes still remain closed.
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of the course viz. I, II, III and IV BVSc & AH curriculum. This allows the teachers to

prepare for their classes and the student has the advantage to know whose class is on

what date and when?. All the faculty members from the level of Professors to

Assistant Professors are actively engaged in various curricular and extra-curricular

activities involving the students, in addition to participation in various webinars and

talks.

The most exuberant, dynamic, enthusiastic group of any population is its Youth. RIVER

has twenty (20) Assistant Professors on contract. To tap their ideas Dean, RIVER put

across four themes for them to respond based on the post COVID – 19 situation in

RIVER.

1. Experiment: A single experiment tried on methodology online, during this

period

2. Innovation: An Innovation / Suggestion for e-learning

3. Project: A Project / Programme that was initiated during this period

4. Experience: Write up of Experience during Lockdown

All the Assistant Professors (C) responded and their response to the above action

points is summarised in the following chapters.

This sharing we hope will benefit other professionals in different institutions.

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry

Section 1: Introduction



EXPERIMENTS TRIED ON METHODOLOGY ONLINE

‘When the going gets tough, the tough get going’

This line summarises the young Assistant Professors (C) of RIVER, Puducherry who

made an all-out effort to conduct the online classes in a smooth and unobtrusive

manner, under the guidance of their Professors and the Head of Departments. Each of

them individually tried various methods to keep the students interested in the class.

The whole exercise of online teaching is utterly new both to the faculty and the

students. The classroom environment in which many teachers revel and allow the

students also to participate in, was found to be missing in online teaching. Further,

online teaching definitely misses out on the attention that can be given to individual

students in the classroom. But the faculty of RIVER rose to the occasion and are found

to be more than equal to the task.

Discussing in detail, the various methodologies tried by the Assistant Professors (C),

would be a lengthy exercise. A summary of the different methodologies tried by the

Assistant Professors (C) is listed below. Most of the listed methods have been tried by

the majority of them or by all of them.

1. Presentation in Video format with voice over – duration 10 -15 minutes

The advantage of having a power point presentation with voice over is that the video

can be played over and over again. The voice is attached to a particular slide. So the

student can go back to a particular slide and hear the commentary on it. The video can

be send to the students before or after the class. Repeatedly hearing the same

commentary will help the student clear his doubts and also memorise the content.

2. Model video lecture for flipped classroom teaching and learning.

In a flipped classroom model the students are given the video recording of the class /

lecture content on the previous day of the class. They are expected to see the video or

read the lecture and come to the class. This helps the students to grasp the lecture

contents more easily. The teacher can concentrate more on solving the doubts of the

students and solve problems or conduct case studies. The method is student centric

and makes teaching informal.

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry

Section 2
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3. Giving the topic of class ahead

This will sensitise the students to the topic to be taught. They can refer text books

or refer to the internet and come prepared for the class.

4. Posing self-evaluation questions during class to make the students more

attentive.

5. Making the class interactive by encouraging students to ask questions and

also presentations on topics of their choice.

6. Evaluation and Assessment of doubts through Google forms.

7. Conduct of online test immediately after the class, check the performance and

find reasons for not so good performance of some students.

8. Weekly online test (Objective pattern) of the portion covered.

The marks are released within an hour to the e-mail addresses of the students. The

answers to the test are discussed in detail in the subsequent online class.

9. MCQ test on next day of class to ensure that the students are up to date on the

previous day lecture.

10. Conducting quizzes in between classes via chat to make students more

attentive and responsive.

11. Questions posted on weekends as assignment on Chapter taught during the

week.

The students have to write down the answers to the questions in their assignment

books or submit it online (take a photograph of the written assignment and post it)

through online Apps.

12. YouTube videos related to the topic being taught was used in between class to

make the class more interesting

13. Power point presentation of the topic being taught was shared with the students

online during class.

14. Clinical case videos were shown and discussed with the students to give them a

feel of the clinics, which continued to function even during the lockdown period.

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry

Section 2: Experiments
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15. Discussion on cases treated at Veterinary Clinical Complex and allowing the

students to make clinical case presentation kept the students interest live.

16. Interactive mode of online teaching by drawing images on lean slides and

explaining the students in real time along with hand drawn figures and animations if

available for the topic covered

❖ A portal for RIVER can be made in which the lectures can be divided

Department wise and within each Department it can be made Topic wise with

the name of the Teacher teaching the topic.

❖ The lectures can be Power Point Presentation with voice over.

❖ This can be made available on the RIVER website giving specific log in identity.

❖ All the slides should be watermarked with RIVER logo and Name of the

Department.

❖ At the end of each topic / chapter probable Subjective and Objective questions

can be given for students to answer as an assignment.

❖ However, there should be a check system which will prevent copying of the

presentation or downloading of the presentation.

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry

Section 2: Experiments

Recommendations:



Assistant Professors (C) of RIVER 

conducting Online Classes

Dr. V. M. Vivek Srinivas Dr. R. Lakshmi

Dr. Atul S. Walunj Online Class in 

Progress

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry



INNOVATIONS / SUGGESTIONS FOR E-LEARNING

‘Young minds – Bright ideas – Thinking out of the box’

The Innovations / Suggestions for e-learning are as follows:

1. Flipped Classrooms for effective teaching and learning.

The flipped classroom inverts traditional teaching methods, delivering instruction

outside of class in the form video lecture and moving homework into the classroom.

Flipped classroom intentionally shifts instruction to a learner-centred model.

2. Create Portal from RIVER for Faculty (where they can upload material) and for

students where they can go to each department and access materials uploaded by

the faculty.

4. Small tips like mnemonics, can be incorporated in making lectures more

interesting and easy to remember.

5. Students may be asked to answer to subjective question and submit within a

fixed time.

6. Weekly online quiz to access reach of the class content to the students.

7. Inclusion of videos or animations to make lecture more interesting.

8. Presenting class live from the field viz. extension activities, clinical cases.

9. Giving homework or assignments related to the topic taught.

10. Allow students to share their slides and ask other students to evaluate them.

11. Installing paid version of any online App, in the Institute, to help in better

quality and uninterrupted lecture presentation.

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry

Section 3

3. Demonstrate wherever possible practicals through video recording. Practicals

can be recorded in the laboratory and shown to students online.
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12. Apps like Google hangouts can help students to discuss assignments and class

materials

13. Redrawing of textbook Black and White pictures in colour

15. a. Pre-recorded lectures

b. PowerPoint presentations with or without voice-over

c. Forums and discussion boards

d. Email communication

e. Google Drive (cloud saving and sharing) and similar collaborative tools

17. Use of real-time conferencing tools for interaction between students and

teachers e.g. Virtual classroom 2020, Blackboard collaborate

18. Circulation of e-content of the lectures among the students

19. Instead of giving printed notes to students, it is better to ask students to

read from e-learn sources. Will help students gain knowledge rather than depend

on readymade notes

20. Assign topics to students for seminar presentation. Students and teachers can

add points to the content

21. Ask students to present e-poster. This will help students to read and prepare the

topic by themselves.

22. Study materials which can be made in E-version for the students of RIVER

23. Graphical representation of the clinical condition can be made in 2D or 3D as

a practical module for learning.

24. Videos of the clinical procedure can be made by faculty and made available to

students via E-learning

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry

Section 3: Innovations

14. Videos to be made for dissection practicals

16. Setting up small group of students and assigning topics to prepare. Duration

of each topic around 10 minutes and class duration around 60 minutes
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Recommendations:

❖ The Flipped Classroom Model is recommended – where the student studies the

topic by themselves first.

❑ This can be done by watching videos of the topic to be taught or PPT slides

of the topic.

❑ They then apply the knowledge to solve problems or discuss the topic in

class with the teacher.

❑ It helps the students to be more prepared for the class.

❑ This has the advantage that teachers can focus more on the students and

teaching becomes student centric.

❑ Moreover the teacher does not have to repeat the same topic again as the

student can refer to the video on the topic

❖ It is recommended that the Flipped Classroom Model should be tried for Practical

Classes, to begin with.

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry

Section 3: Innovations

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qdKzSq_t8k8


PROJECTS / PROGRAMMES

‘It is change, continuing change, inevitable change that is the dominant factor in

society today. No sensible decision can be made any longer without taking into

account not only the world as it is, but the world as it will be’ - Isaac Asimov

In these testing times we cannot sit with our hands folded waiting for things to improve.

We need to be prepared to face the change and be ready for a new world. We need to

learn from our mistakes, change our day to day habits and respect Mother Nature.

Change is the only constant – in our lives.

Keeping with the times, the Assistant Professors (C), RIVER have proposed various

projects which are summarised below.

1. To prepare practical video module for the subject as part of the curriculum. Video

module has been prepared for the biochemical tests done in urine sample which

are of clinical importance. This can be done for all subjects as it will prepare the

student mentally before he comes to the practical class.

2. Making a short informative video presentation , wherein students will be

sensitized on how to enhance body immunity through optimum dietary intake of

immune boosting food items and practice of yoga.

4. Effect of feeding of Ayurvedic medicinal residues on the meat and egg quality in

chicken

5. Preparation and distribution of Hand Sanitizer to all the departments of RIVER

as part of precautionary hygienic measures to combat the threat of COVID-19

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry

Section 4

‘Let our advance worrying become advance thinking and planning’ -                 

                                                                                                 Winston Churchill

3. Preparation of Ethno-Veterinary Medicines for animals which will be economical

to the farmers
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6. Identification of safe colouring agents or feed ingredients which can change

the yolk or shell colour of eggs and its effect on quality of eggs.

7. Industrial by-products can be added in the cattle feed where the farmer will be

enriched with low cost in animal feed and enhanced nutritive value.

8. Fodder Bank scheme: RIVER can form a society or association of farmers to

provide all technical support to make farmers grow fodder, collect the fodder

produced and sell them to farms or commercial firms.

9. Develop a virtual dissections model / software / app which could be used by

students to self-learn and also could be used as teaching aid in practical classes

10. One Batch - One Department Program: The interested previous year pass out

batches can provide inputs for a department which includes instruments, books,

etc. which will be useful for the students and Institute.

11. DNA sexing of birds – To differentiate gender in birds in which both genders look

morphologically similar.

12. Bio-fencing of RIVER campus - To grow trees like Bamboo, Teak, Mahogany,

Casuarina, Palm tree alongside to boundary wall which may result many

beneficiary effects.

13. Research topic are being planned on

a. Cryptosporidiosis in ruminants.

b. Bacteriophages to combat antibiotic resistant Staphylococcus aureus in

foods of animal origin.

d. Application of low cost wound healing promoter. Use of platelet rich

plasma in extensive wound healing in large animals.

14. Feed sample analysis for revenue generation.

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry

Section 4: Projects

c. Surgical management of long bone fracture in large animal with minimally

invasive technique. Use of a luminium rods as the external fixators for long

bone fracture.
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15. Certain general suggestions given were:

a. Prepare Technical bulletins focussed on Animal Husbandry to train

farmers during pandemics like Covid-19

b. Virtual Animal Manager for Pet Owner (Mobile App) can be installed

c. YouTube Channel: RIVER can start a YouTube channel to deliver videos

which will be useful for the farmers and livestock owners

d. RIVER can publish its own technical Journal

It can be concluded that the above projects are in keeping with our changing times.

Further, with the help of the administration of the Institute, they can be easily

implemented and benefit RIVER.

Recommendation:

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry

Section 4: Projects

The  Assistant  Professors (C)  may  be  asked  to  submit   their  project  ideas in

proper  format  for  onward  transmission  to  external  funding  agencies  (wherever  

applicable).



Activities in 
Veterinary Clinical Complex  

during lockdown period

Registration counter

Pet animal Vaccination

Large Animal Ward

Small Animal Ward

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry



EXPERIENCES DURING LOCKDOWN

‘Much may be done in those little shreds and patches of time which every day

produces, and which most men throw away’ - Charles Caleb Colton

The Assistant Professors (C) of RIVER saw an opportunity in the calamity, and happily

grabbed it with both hands. They made the best use of their time as is evidenced in

their recounting their experiences with regard to personal, academics and society.

A broad outline of their experiences is given herewith.

1. New experience of digital teaching and learning, conducting exams but definitely

cannot replace class room teaching.

2. Learned new techniques for online teaching.

3. Work from home – conducting online classes and tests.

4. Most of them felt that Online Teaching is a challenging situation.

5. Attended online short term courses and workshops.

6. Attended Online Webinars and participating in online quizzes .

7. Online paper presentation and competition.

8. Preparation of technical articles for publication.

9. Learnt use of new Software tools for online class activities viz. Operating

Broadcasting Software, Open Shot Software and Learning Management System.

10. Few Assistant Professors (C) started academic careers in RIVER with online

teaching, due to COVID-19. They feel that Online teaching has certainly helped

overcome the anxiety issues that build up within a fresh newcomer faculty.

11. Initial anxiety and fear of taking online classes replaced by enthusiasm and interest

to take classes.

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry

Section 5
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12. The Assistant Professors (C) in the clinics were immensely happy to serve animals

in VCC during these COVID times

13. All of them are thankful to the frontline warriors – Doctors, nurses, policemen,

sanitary workers, newspaper delivery boys etc. for selfless work provided

14. All of them felt happy at the opportunity to spend quality time with family

15. Felt safe and relaxed at home – keeping themselves occupied with various

activities, hobbies and cooking

16. Many felt it a boon to be in a pollution free environment and non-congested roads

Some concerns expressed by the Assistant Professors (C) were:

b) Internet connectivity from students side is also a concern.

c) Fluctuating attendance in class and difficult to understand if the students are

attentive or if they are understanding the lecture.

❖ Based on the experiences in online teaching – it is recommended that RIVER can

install / purchase an Online App which could help all the teachers to conduct online

classes with good quality.

❖ Experienced personnel may be asked to conduct some classes for the faculty /

students regarding recent advances / latest techniques on how to take classes in

online platform. This will help to equip RIVER faculty and students in future.

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry

Section 5: Experiences

Recommendations:

Though in the beginning, everyone was not well-versed in taking class online platform,

slowly they developed the skill and knowledge about taking classes in online platform

with online Apps. Now  everyone  is  confident  in  conducting online classes.  Most  of 

them are conducting online test and also collecting feedback from the students

regarding online classes. However, everyone is having the general feeling that the new

experience of digital learning is excellent but it will not definitely replace class room

teaching.

a) Not technically well equipped   in   terms   of   internet    connectivity and

infrastructure for conducting online classes.



‘Crises and deadlocks when they occur have at least this advantage that they force us

to think’ – Jawaharlal Nehru

‘Close scrutiny will show that most 'crisis situations' are opportunities to either

advance, or stay where you are’ – Maxwell Maltz

Much as the COVID–19 pandemic dreaded, disturbed and disrupted normal academics

and life, the faculty of RIVER under the encouragement and guidance of the Dean,

RIVER recognised it as a challenging opportunity and left no stones unturned putting in

their best efforts to engage actively the students flung across all parts of India

(Kashmir to Kanyakumari, Rajasthan to Nagaland) in academic, co-curricular and

extra-curricular activities.

The students of RIVER on their part readily responded to the call of the faculty (their

course teachers) by marking their presence and actively participating in online classes,

quizzes, literary and cultural competitions

SMS – Social distancing, Masks and Sanitizers have become the new norm

Where life was supposed to come to a standstill, it has actually become more active.

Within this pandemic, lie our seed of opportunity and we the faculty of RIVER are

ready to tread the mountainous terrain to achieve the pinnacle of success

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry

Section 6

LOCKDOWN TO AFTER

Increasing  number  of  COVID - 19  cases  has  made  it  difficult  for   Educational

Institutes to open anytime soon. But the faculty of RIVER from Professors to Assistant

Professors (C) are  committed to see that the students  do not suffer academically and  

remain in good physical and mental health.
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LIST OF ASSISTANT PROFESSORS (C) OF RIVER, PUDUCHERRY 

WHO PARTICIPATED AND CONTRIBUTED TO EXPERIMENT 
INNOVATION PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Experiment Innovation Project Experience During COVID–19 Pandemic: A REPORT RIVER, Puducherry

Dr. Angeline Felicia Bora C. Dept. of VPA

Dr. Atul S. Walunj Dept. of VPY

Dr. Barathiraja S. Dept. of VBC

Dr. N. Devadevi Dept. of VMD

Dr. George Dominic Dept. of ANN

Dr. N. Gurunathan Dept. of VCC

Dr. H. Hemalatha Dept. of VGO

Dr. V. Jayalakshmi Dept. of VMC

Dr. Karthikeyan A. Dept. of AGB

Dr. S. Kasthuri Dept. of LPT

Dr. R. Lakshmi Dept. of VBC

Dr. Mathivathani C. Dept. of VPA

Dr. M. Nithya Quintoil Dept. of VPE

Dr. K. Rajalakshmi Dept. of VAN

Dr. M. Rajalakshmi Dept. of VAE

Dr. Ritu Raj Kewat Dept. of VPT

Dr. I. Shalini Dept. of VCC

Dr. P. Sridevi Dept. of VAN

Dr. S. Uma Dept. of VPP

Dr. V. M. Vivek Srinivas Dept. of VMC
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